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about the country, answering each speech with a consummate
debating power which did much to revive his reputation among
liberals at large. But the popular cry remained that against
food-taxes—cthe big loaf and the little loaf'. Against it the
Chamberlain counter-cry was 'Tariff Reform means work for
all*. In 1903 and 1904, when there was serious unemployment,
this made a strong appeal; but unluckily for Chamberlain a
trade improvement began in 1905.
When the end of 1904 came, and still no dissolution, it grew
evident that if Chamberlainites and Balfourites went to the
electors as differing entities confronting a united free trade
block, they would court disaster. Therefore in January 1905
Balfour at Manchester produced con a half-sheet of note-paper'
a formula intended to combine them. It included duties for
negotiation and retaliation, duties to stop dumping and a fresh
Colonial Conference, 'unhampered by limiting instructions', to
discuss 'closer commercial union with the Colonies*. These
terms were accepted by the Chamberlainites, but only after
nearly two months' delay, which rendered the reunion uncon-
vincing. Even the unionist majority in the house of commons,
though still large and solid enough for all other purposes, could
not be relied on for a vote on the fiscal question; and when the
liberals forced one, Balfour counselled his followers to abstain,
and himself led them out of the house. This completed for an
impatient public the impression that he had over-stayed his
time.
Apart from its fiscal difficulties the government had raised
against itself another issue, which alone would have caused
almost any ministry to be defeated at the polls. This was the
importation of indentured Chinese labour to the Transvaal to
work the Rand mines.
The arguments for it were economic. There was a shortage
of Kaffir labour on the Rand. The mine-owners would make
larger profits and furnish the annexed Transvaal with a larger
revenue, if they employed cheap Chinese coolies. But these for
racial reasons could not be imported as free men; they must be
not only indentured, so as to insure that they worked long
enough to cover the costs of recruitment and transport, but
confined by themselves in compounds and debarred even in
non-working hours from the ordinary liberties of life. The mine-

